
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

KS1 Autumn Term 

Around the world 

As Mathematicians we will be… 
- Extending our understanding of number and 

place value. 

- Learning to add, subtract, multiply and 
divide. 

- Understand and use fractions. 
- Telling the time. 
In all areas of maths, we are working on how 

to use a variety of resources to solve real life 
problems. 

As readers and writers we will be…  
- Applying sounds we know to read increasingly 
challenging words. 

- Learning alternative letter patterns for sounds we 
know. 
- Exploring stories from other cultures, with a focus on 
African stories. 
- Enjoy re-reading familiar stories. 

- Reading poems from around the world. 
As writers we will be… 
- Applying sounds we know in our writing. 
- Spelling words that do not follow the usual phonetic 
patterns (common exception words). 

- Writing lists, labels and captions relating to our 
topic. 
- Write a recount about our holidays. 
- Writing descriptions of places we have seen. 
 

As sports people we will be… 
- Exploring dance through the Great Fire of 

London theme. 

- Exploring balancing in Fundamental 
Movement. 

Children will need their indoors PE clothes. 
 

 

As internationally minded people we will be… 
- Agreeing rules to make the classroom a safe 

place to learn. (PSHE) 
- Finding out who we can talk to if we are 

worried or upset.  
- Learning how to manage relationships.  
- Asking the question, “Why do some people 

want to visit special places?” as part of our 
RE topic, Journeys. 

As Scientists we will be… 
- Investigating seasonal changes, autumn and 

winter. 
- Finding out about animals, including humans. 
 

As technologists we will be… 
- Making simple weather measuring 

instruments. 
- Designing, making and evaluating a 

storm resistant den and a flood resistant 
house. 

- Exploring where food comes from, 
including seasonal food. 

 

 

As musicians we will be… 
- Exploring changes of pitch and rhythm in 

different ways voice, body percussion and 
everyday objects. 

- Exploring and composing South American 

Samba music. 

As Artists we will be… 
- Developing a range of techniques to make 
- Colour-washing pictures. 

- Producing collages linked to our topic. 

As Geographers we will be… 
- Comparing an area of the UK with an area 
of Africa. 

- Exploring weather and climate around the 
world. This includes the UK and a location 
near the equator and the North Pole. 
- Using geographical language such as river, 
valley, mountain, village etc. 

- Identifying the 7 continents, the main 
oceans and the countries and their capitals 
that make up the UK.  
 


